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Fruit Garden
Next to vegetables there is nothing more important than fruit in
Carriage Charges
the garden and it’s just so easy; what better way than growing
Our processing and packing charges are calculated on
your own, to truly know what you are eating?
weight, where you are in the country and when you
We have been selling fruit by mail order for over forty years.
would like your order dispatched.
Year on year we have many repeat customers - this is testament
£4.25 for a lightweight small parcels (up to 2kg)
to our quality!
£9.95 for heavier larger parcels, delivered to mainland
Great care is taken with mail order despatch. All fruit trees
England on a standard
before despatch are carefully inspected, shaped where we deem
7-10 delivery. If you are outside this area (including
necessary, and in some instances root pruned to encourage
IOW) please ring or visit our website for further details.
fibrous new roots.
Next day delivery options are available.
Ordering Methods
Pollination - A subject that confuses all. We have
You may order securely on-line at
tried to make life easy! From our listing you will see much
www.victoriananursery.co.uk
of what we sell is self-fertile (does not require a pollinator). For
By telephone on 01233 740529
items that require a pollinator we indicate this as such. So what
By fax on 0203 292 1529
pollinates what? All apple varieties we grow are capable of cross
By Post to:Victoriana Nursery Gardens,
pollinating each other; similarly all cherries we grow will cross
Challock, Ashford, Kent. TN25 4DG
pollinate each other - and the same goes for pears, gages and
We accept Visa, Mastercard, Delta, Switch and Maestro.
plums. With regard to Triplod trees, these either need one self
fertile tree or two non-fertile pollinators to ensure fruit production. The simple rule, when buying from us is any apple
will pollinate any apple, any cherry will pollinate any cherry etc. Should you be require more assistance please contact us.

Size Of Fruit Trees

Whilst there are exceptions most of our fruit trees are approximately 4-5ft tall at time of dispatch. Mulberries, Figs, Fruit
Bushes and Fruit Canes are of smaller size but of good quality. Trees are sent bare-root during the Winter months and
potted during the Summer months. You can expect fruit in the first season on the apple varieties, almonds, cherries, pears
etc will probably fruit next season and Walnuts, Sweet Chestnuts and mulberries in their third year after planting. Most of
our fruit can be grown in tubs on your terrace or in the open ground. Concrete or wooden tubs are best – avoid plastic as
after a couple of years they often split open.

Seasonality / Availability

Much of our fruiting stock is available all year round. Please check our website or telephone to check availability of
particular varieties. Should you wish to place an order for stock that is not currently available we shall take a 25% deposit
at time of order if the value is more than £30, the remainder will be debited from your card on or shortly before despatch
date. If the value of the order is less than £30 full payment will be taken at the time the order is placed. For visitors have a
good range of pot grown trees throughout the year - always check by phone or email for availability.

Gardening Books We can also offer the following books, which we believe are excellent.
Successful Grape Growing For Eating And Wine-Making
It is a very practical guide that is packed with information about grape
growing - an extremely popular book.
146 pages (slightly smaller than A4), softback, £12.95

Success With Apples And Pears to Eat & Drink

Success With Organic Fruit

Packed with practical advice and full colour pictures to
help you grow your fruit organically.
160 pages (slightly smaller than A4), softback, £12.95

Includes advice on husbandry, planting, cultivation, training, pest and disease control, harvesting and storing.
130 pages (slightly smaller than A4), softback, £12.95

Chestnut Tree Stake & Tie

All stakes are cut from our newable woodland here at the nursery. 24” soft PVC buckle tree tie with a hoop collar spacer, great for
offering support to trees when used with a stake.
4ft (1.2mtrs) Stakes only: £3.00 each, 3 or more £2.95 each, 5 or more £2.90 each, 10 or more £2.85 each.
6ft (1.8mtrs) Stakes only: £4.25 each, 3 or more £3.95 each, 5 or more £3.80 each, 10 or more £3.70 each
4ft Stake & Tie: £4.50 each, 3 or more £4.25 each, 5 or more £4.15, 10 or more £3.95.
Ties only. £1.50 each, 3 or more £1.45 each, 5 or more £1.40 each, 10 or more £1.30 each.

Tubex Easy Wrap Tree Guards

Essential where rabbits can be a problem. Translucent green in colour these guards are manufactured from environmentally acceptable
polypropylene (no PVC). They are more rigid than spiral alternatives and provide a greater protection
due to their twin wall design – offering the combined benefit of herbicide and rabbit protection, as well
as limited protection from ‘over zealous’ strimming! 0.75m in height (approximately 2 ½ feet). 50 mm
(approximately 2”) in diameter expanding to 65mm (2½” in diameter).
£1.80 each, 3-5 £1.70 each, 5 -9 £1.60 each, 10 or more £1.50 each.
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All apples are £19.95 each, 3 for £56.85, 5 or more £18.00 each. You can mix and match with Cherries,
Damsons, Pears (except Asian Pears), Plums, Medlars and Gages to take advantage of the discounts.
Grown on M26 root stock for an ultimate (un-pruned height) height of 8-12 feet but can easily be kept at a height of 6-8 ft.
Grown on MM106 root stock for an ultimate (un-pruned) height of 12-15 feet but can easily be kept at a height of 6-8 ft

Apple ‘Annie Elizabeth’

Excellent cooking apple for the North of
England being extremely hardy. Sweet
fruit - does not require sugar. Season
of use October - April. First introduced
in 1857, Leicestershire, UK. Triploid.
MM106

Apple ‘Ashmead’s Kernel’

Pale green aromatic eater with a unique
acid drop flavour, excellent keeping
qualities. Season of use October February. First introduced in the 1700’s,
Gloucestershire, UK. Requires a
pollinator (another apple). MM106

Apple ‘Blenheim Orange’

Apple ‘Ellison’s Orange’

Golden red striped with a pleasing
hint of aniseed giving this a distinctive
flavour that develops with keeping. An
excellent alternative to Cox for Northern
England. Makes good juice. Season of use
September - October. First introduced in
1904, Licolnshire, UK. Self fertile. M26

Apple ‘Golden Delicious’

Butter gold fruit that is both crisp and
juicy. Best eaten fresh from the tree but
keeps well. Season of use November June. First introduced in 1890, USA.
Requires a pollinator (another apple). M26

Apple ‘Granny Smith’

Apple ‘Sops In Wine’

New leaf growth is red in colour, its flowers are
a most delicate shade of purple red. The fruits
produced are red in colour - even the flesh is
stained pink - and its juice will run pink! Suitable
for eating, cooking, juicing or cider. Season of use
August - October. First introduced 1832, South
West England. Requires a pollinator (another
apple). MM106

Apple ‘Spartan’

Dark red eating apple with crisp white flesh. Very
easy to grow and a good pollinator for others.
Season of use October - January. First introduced
1926, Canada. Self fertile. MM106

Apple ‘Stark’s Earliest’

Russet. Crumbly texture with a distinctive Firm and crisp. Performs best in a warm July fruiting. Welcome for Summer fruit salads!
nutty flavour. An excellent dual purpose situation. Season of use November - April. Season of use July. Self fertile. M26
apple sutiable for both eating and cooking. First introduced in 1868, Australia.
Apple ‘Sunset’
Season of use October - December.
Self fertile. M26
Very worthwhile variety that ripens to yellow.
First introduced in 1740, Oxon, UK.
Apple ‘Howgate Wonder’
Similar to Cox but easier to grow. Season of
Triploid. MM106
Cross between Newton Wonder and use October - December. First introduced 1918,
Apple ‘Bramley’s Seedling’
Blenheim Orange. An excellent cooking Kent. Self fertile. MM106.
Excellent cooking apple - the classic.
variety Season of use October - March.
Season of use October - February. First First introduced 1915, Isle Of White, UK. Apple ‘Tremlett’s Bitter’
Bittersweet cider variety. Frost resistant
introduced in 1809, Nottinghamshire,
Requires a pollinator (another apple).
blossoms followed by an early heavy crop of
UK. Triploid. M26
MM106
deep red conical fruits. Season of use October.
Apple ‘Claygate Pearmain’
Apple ‘Idared’
First introduced in the 19th Century, UK.
Russet. Popular eater in Victorian times Good coloured juicy eating apple. Very
Requires a pollinator (another apple). Grown
with a nutty aromatic flavour. Good
sweet and tasty with good keeping
on M25 rootstock for an ultimate (un-pruned)
keeping qualities and both disease and
qualities. Prolific. Season of use
height of 20ft.
scab resistant. Season of use December November - March. First introduced in
- February. First introduced in 1821,
1942, USA. Requires a pollinator (another Apple ‘Winston’
Russet variety. Aromatic flavoured with flushed
Surrey, UK. Requires a pollinator
apple). M26
appearance.First introduced 1920, Berkshire.
(another apple). MM106
Apple ‘James Grieve’
Season of use October - April. Self fertile. M26.
Apple ‘Court Of Wick’
Very sweet and juicy apples suitable for
Delicious West Country variety with a
dessert and cooking. A large fruit with an Apple ‘Winter Banana’
strong fruity flavour. Very hardy.
Gorgeously sweet apple with a salmon flush to
attractive flushed colour. Season of use
Season of use September - December.
the flesh. Good flavour. A little known apple at
September - October. First introduced
First introduced in 1790, Somerset, UK. 1893, Scotland. Self fertile. M26
its best Dec to Feb. Season of use November Requires a pollinator (another apple).
February. First introduced 1876, USA.
Apple ‘King of The Pippins’
MM106
Requires a pollinator (another apple). M26.
Unsurpassed in flavour, no better Winter Apple ‘Yarlington Mill’
Apple ‘Cox’s Orange Pippin’
desert apple. Season of use October Eating Apple.Crisp, juicy orange-red
Medium bittersweet ciderapple. Fruit drops
fruits. Considered by many to be the best December. Self fertile. First introduced
when it is ripe. First introduced 1800,
1770, France. M26
of all dessert apples - and certainly a
Yarlington, UK. Requires a pollinator (another
Apple ‘Lane’s Prince Albert’
British favourite! Self Sterile. M26
apple). Grown on M25 rootstock for an ultimate
(un-pruned) height of 20ft.
Apple ‘Devonshire Quarrenden’ A late keeping cooker that can also be
Unusual variety with a distinct strawberry used for dessert fruit after Christmas. Scab Crab Apple ‘Butterball’
resistant. Season of use October - March. Gorgeous white, flushed pink blossoms are
flavour best when eaten from the tree.
Season of use August. First introduced in First introduced 1841, Hertfordshire, UK. followed by very heavy crops of ‘butter-golden’
1676, Devon, UK. Self fertile. MM106 Self fertile. MM106
fruits. Perfect for making crab apple jelly that
‘glows’. Season of use: October, Self Fertile.
Apple ‘Laxton’s Superb’
Apple ‘Discovery’
M26.
Excellent early apples best eaten straight An old favourite likened to cox - but
from the tree. Red fruit have a pleasantly a larger fruit! Season of use October
Crab Apple ‘John Downie’
sharp flavour. Season of use August - - January. First introduced 1897,
Most popular crab apple for jelly making. Rich
September. First introduced in 1949, Bedfordshire, UK. Self fertile. M26
orange and red fruit in October. Plant one near
Essex, UK. Requires a pollinator (another Apple ‘Lord Derby’
your apple trees, especially non self fertile
apple). M26
varieties, to ensure good fruit set. Season of use
An excellent cooking apple. Keeps its
Apples ‘Ellis’ Bitter’
shape when cooked. Very hardy making October. Self fertile. M26.
Medium bittersweet cider variety. Early it ideal for Scotland and the North of
Crab Apple ‘Red Sentinel’
to fruit Good disease resistance. Drops England. Season of use September
Scented white flowers followed by red fruits
when ripe. Season of use October. First - December. First introduced 1862,
that remain into the Winter. Plant one near your
introduced in Newton St. Cyres, Devon, Cheshire, UK. Self fertile. MM106.
apple trees, especially non self fertile varieties,
UK. Requires a pollinator (another apple). Apple ‘Lucombe’s Pine’
to ensure good fruit set. Season of use October.
Grown on M25 root stock for an ultimate Eating apple with an unusual aromatic
Self fertile. MM106.
(un-pruned) height 25 ft.
pineapple flavour. Season of use October February. First introduced in 1800, Exeter,
UK.Requires a pollinator (another apple).
MM106
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All Cherries are £19.95 each, 3 for £56.85, 5 or more £18.00 each - and you can mix and match with Apples,
Damsons, Pears (except Asian Pears), Plums, Medlars and Gages to take advantage of the quantity discounts.
All our cherries are grown on Colt root stock for an ultimate (un-pruned) height of 8-12 feet
but can easily be kept at a height of 6-8 feet.

Cherry ‘Early Rivers’

Dark red sweet eating cherries are produced Cherry ‘Napoleon’
early in the season. Originated from Kent, Very large yellow fruits with a deep red
UK. Requires a pollinator (another cherry). flush are produced mid to late season. Very
popular as a sweet eating cherry and often
Cherry ‘Merton Premier’
referred to as Naps. Originated from Kent,
An excellent, early, sweet flavoured
UK. Requires a pollinator (another cherry).
eating cherry not to be missed. Requires a
Cherry ‘Stella’
pollinator (another cherry).
A reliable dark red fruited mid to late season
Cherry ‘Morello’
variety producing good crops of large,
Extremely prolific sour cherry. Very juicy dark Sweet eating cherries of good quality and
red fruit for cooking, pies, jam making and
pleasing flavour. Originated from Canada.
wine! Produce your own Cherry Brandy in the Self fertile.

Cherry ‘Sunburst’

A late season eating cherry producing large
sweet fruit which is almost black when ripe.
Originated from Canada. Self fertile.

Cherry ‘Sweetheart’

Eating Cherry. Bright red fruits have a
lovely sweet flavour. Very late fruiting, the
fruits ripen over several weeks rather than
all at once. Self Fertile.

garden shed! Originated from Kent, UK. Self
fertile.

Damsons, Gages & Medlars

All Cherries, Damson & Gages are £19.95 each, 3 for £56.85, 5 or more £18.00 each - and you can mix and match with Apples,
Pears (except Asian Pears) and Plums to take advantage of the quantity discounts.

Damson ‘Farleigh’

Blue black fruit. A very heavy and
reliable cropper. Season of use
September. First introduced 1820, Kent,
UK.Grown on St Julien A root stock for
an ultimate (unpruned) height of 12-15
feet but can easily be kept at a height of
6-8 feet. Self fertile.

Goldengage ‘Oullin’s Gage’

Large fruits with yellowish skin and flesh
tending to be gold. Season of use August. First
introduced 1856, France. Grown on St Julien A
root stock for an ultimate (unpruned) height of
12-15 feet but can easily be kept at a height of
6-8 feet. Self fertile.

Greengage ‘Reine-Claude de Vars’

Medlar ‘Nottingham’

A distinctive and acquired taste from
centuries old, and enjoyed by only the
gentry around the time of James 1st.
Season of use November - December.
Best allowed to grow to full height of 1215 feet. Self fertile. Quince A rootstock.

Greenish flesh of excellent most pleasing
flavour. Firm yet very juicy. Season of use
August. First introduced 1800’s, France.
Grown on St Julien A root stock for an ultimate
(unpruned) height of 12-15 feet but can easily
be kept at a height of 6-8 feet. Self fertile.

Plums

All Plums are £19.95 each, 3 for £56.85, 5 or more £18.00 each - and you can mix and match with Apples,
Cherries, Damsons, Pears (except Asian Pears), Medlars and Gages to take advantage of the quantity discounts
Grown on St Julien A root stock for an ultimate (unpruned) height of 12-15 feet but can easily be kept at a height of 6-8 feet.

Plum ‘Czar’

An old variety. Small round purple blue fruit, very productive
and of good flavour. One of the most popular cooking varieties.
Does particularly well planted against a sunny wall. Season of
use August. First introduced 1871, Hertfordshire, UK.
Self fertile.

Plum ‘Stanley’

A first class blue plum and widely grown commercially due to its
cropping potential. Good flavour. Season of use late August.
Self fertile.

Plum ‘Victoria’

Yellow to red fruit can be as big as a duck egg of oblong shape.
Excellent for dessert, bottling and plum jam. The best known of
Of great value in commerce due to its heavy reliable cropping English plums and a very reliable cropper. Season of use late August.
habit. Flesh golden yellow. Excellent dessert variety of good
First introduced 1840, Sussex, UK.
juicy flavour. Season of use late August. First introduced 1825, Self fertile.
USA. Requires a pollinator (another plum or gage).

Plum ‘Jefferson’

Pears

All Pears except Asian Pears are £19.95 each, 3 for £56.85, 5 or more £18.00 each - and you can mix and match
with Apples, Cherries, Damsons, Plums, Medlars and Gages to take advantage of the quantity discounts
Grown on Quince A root stock for an ultimate (unpruned) height of 8-12 feet but can easily be kept at a height of 6-8 feet.

Pear ‘Brandy’

Pear ‘Concorde’

Pear ‘Clapp’s Favourite’

Pear Conference’

Perry / Cider Pear. Ruddy brown fruits are
small and hard - certainly not for eating but
perfect for making cider and perry. Compact
in habit. Season of use October - November.
Requires a pollinator.
An early pear. Delicious ‘melt in the mouth’,
juicy sweet with a light acid flavour. Also
suitable for cooking. Season of use August September. First introduced 1860, USA.
Requires a pollinator.

01233 740529

Eating Pear. Yellow green fruits,
sometimes blushed red, have sweet
and juicy soft flesh. Reliable and heavy
cropping. Season of use October November. Self Fertile.
Green to bright yellow fruit. Very juicy
and sweet. Season of use October November. First introduced 1885,
Hertfordshire, UK. Self fertile.

Victoriana Nursery Gardens

Pear ‘Doyenné du Comice’

A popular and very well flavoured pear.
Season of use November - December. First
introduced 1849, France.
Requires a pollinator.

Pear ‘Williams Bon Chrétien’

The King of Pears. Large golden yellow fruit.
Extremely sweet and juicy. Heavy cropping.
Season of use September. Self fertile.

www.victoriananursery.co.uk
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£21.50 each, 3 for £60.75, 5 or more at £19.50 each
mix and match Almonds, Apricots, Nectarines Peaches to take advantage of the quantity discount.

Grown on St Julien A root stock for an ultimate height of 12-15 feet can easily be kept at a height of 6-8 feet.

Almond ‘Robijn’

Gorgeously sweet nuts. Will start
fruiting in approximately three years.
Self fertile. Prefer a full sun position
but will tolerate shade.

Apricot ‘Hargrand’

Peach ‘Darling’

White skin has a delicate red flush; its
white flesh comes away from the stone
easily and has a rich flavour.
Season of use late August. Self fertile.

A new Hungarian variety that is extremely
hardy, producing a heavy yield of sweet
juicy fruits. Suitable for both greenhouse and
outdoor cultivation. Like all apricots, it is not
prone to peach leaf curl. Season of use July Nectarine ‘Lord Napier’
Thin skinned, burgundy-red fruits have August. Self fertile.

sweet and very juicy white flesh. Self
Fertile. Hertfordshire, UK.

Nectarine ‘Madeleine Blanchett’
Medium sized orange-red skinned
fruits are gorgeously juicy and sweet.
Blossom has a good resistance to frost
damage. Self Fertile.

Peach ‘Jalousia’

Delicious flat peach with sweet, and very
juicy, white flesh and a small stone. Also
known as honey peaches. Self Fertile.

Apricot ‘Hungarian Best’

Golden-orange fruits, blushed with red, have
a dark red, sweet and juicy flesh. Perfect for
eating fresh or in preserves. Season of use,
July. Self Fertile.

Peach ‘Red Haven’

Orange fruits have a red flush. Flavoursome flesh is firm and yellow in colour.
Season of use mid August. Originated
from USA. Self fertile.

Asian Pears Pyrus betulifolia rootstock. With reach 8-12 feet (2.4-36.mtr) but can be kept at 6-8 feet (1.8-2.4mtr)
Asian Pear ‘Hosui’

Asian Pears are £21.50 each, 3 for £60.75, 5 or more £19.50 each.

Asian Pear ‘Nijisseiki’

Billiard ball shaped copper coloured fruits
have a traditional pear taste but are often
more juicy. Partially self fertile.

Asian Pear ‘Kosui’

Medium sized, round, yellow fruit
with a pear like taste. Fresh, juicy and
pleasantly sharp. Partially self fertile.

Large, round, copper coloured fruit with a
pear like taste. Juicy but crisp. Partially self
fertile.

Asian Pear ‘Shinko’

Large, rounded, slightly flattened fruit has a
lovely bronze russet skin. Heavy cropping
and excellent disease resistance. Partially
Self Fertile.

Asian Pear ‘Shinseiki’

Round, yellow skinned firm fruits are crisp
and very juicy. Stores well. Ripens early
August. Partially Self Fertile

Cobnut & Filbert Trees

Cobnut ‘Princess Royal’

A highly ornamental variety of cobnut.
The golden green husks of the nuts are
delicately suffused pink. Compact and
upright in habit. Requires a pollinator.

All £17.95 each, 5 or more £16.95 each Filbert ‘Kentish Cob’
The traditional Kentish Cobnut - and still
Cobnut ‘Webb’s Prize Cobnut’
the best flavoured! Large flattened nuts are
A large nut and very heavy bearing.
produced in profusion. Vigorous in habit and
Self fertile. Trees should be kept to a
heavy cropping. Requires a pollinator.
height of 6-8 feet for optimum yield (will
Filbert ‘Nottingham Cobnut’
grow to 20ft).
An early cropping variety that produces large
richly flavoured nuts. A popular commercial
variety. Partially self fertile.

Ungrouped Fruit Trees
Fig ‘Brown Turkey’

Easy and reliable. Suitable for a South
West position. Self fertile. Can fruit in the
first season. Restriction of the roots will
prevent the tree growing too large and
keep it fruitful. Supplied as pot grown
trees approx 2 ft tall. £16.99 each

Mulberry - Black

Large purplish red sweet, juicy fruit.
Self fertile. Pot grown branched bush trees
around 3-4ft tall. Best maintained as a 6-8 foot
high bush. £29.95 each.

Mulberry - White

A favourite food for the silk moth! Purplishblack, sweet and juicy fruits mid Summer.
£18.00 each.

Sweet Chestnut ‘Marron De Lyon’

French variety that produces very large
nuts. Can start producing nuts in just 2 - 3
year. Fairly compact variety, but will grow
to around 30ft tall with a spread of 18ft
in approx 50 years. Can be kept to around
12ft Plant 20 feet apart. Self fertile.
£38.95 each.

Walnut ‘Broadview’

This is an outstanding variety of grafted
Walnut. Not only is the tree compact in
Huge fruit of a distinctive flavour for jam
habit (making it suitable for the smaller
making, jelly and wine.
garden) but it can start producing nuts in
Season of use October - November.
Self fertile. Grown on Quince A root stock for the third year from planting. For open
ground cultivation only. Plant 15 feet
an ultimate (un-pruned) height of 12-15 feet
apart. Self fertile. £38.95 each.
but can easily be kept at a height of 6-8 feet.
£21.50 each, 3 or more £20.50 each

Quince ‘Champion’
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Avocado

Guava

Produces dark purple pebbly-skinned
fruits with a lovely creamy interior,
delicious raw or cooked. Requires winter
protection. Self fertile. £35.90 each
Grown for its sweet, nutritious fruit,
Carob can be used as a cocoa substitute.
Frost hardy to -7C. Likes a sunny, well
drained position. Self fertile. £33.90 each

Cape Gooseberry

Papery husk hide the gorgeously sweet
fruits of this shrubby plant. Also known
as Golden Berry and Jam Fruit. Require
Winter frost protection. Compost block
grown plants 1 plug £2.25, 5 for £9.75.

Dwarf Mango

Produces heavy crops of purple-red
fruits. Self Fertile. Requires Winter frost
protection, but well suited due to its
smaller size. £39.90 each.

Dwarf Pomegrante

Beautiful little tree, with petite leaves,
flowers and fruits Amazing twisting
trunk. Makes an excellent bonsai tree
Produces lovely red/brown fruit. 1ltr pot
£19.95 each
Masses of heavily scented cream flowers
in the late Spring can be harvested
to make Elderflower Cordial or even
Elderflower Champagne or leave to flower
and then produce berries that can be used
for homemade wines, jellies or preserves.
Self Fertile. £8.95 each

Japanese Bitter Orange

Or Trifoliate Orange. Winter hardy to
-20°C. Covered in large spiteful thorns.
Small (1½” dia.) fruits, bitter in taste,
perfect for marmalades. Prefers a full sun
position but will tolerate partial shade.
Likes well drained, just acidic soil. Will
reach 4ft - 5ft tall after 10 yrs with a
spread of 4ft. Pot grown, £9.85 each.

Goji Berry

Eat them fresh (shake them from the plant
to prevent your hands oxidising them and
making them go black). Self fertile and
hardy to all extremes of climate -15°C
- +40°C. Drought tolerant, needs good
drainage. Potted £5.95 each.

Blood Orange ‘Sanguinelli’
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Citrus

£39.95 each or £35.95 when ordering 3 or more.

Kumquat

Spineless. Evergreen. Blood red flesh.
Evergreen. Sweet skin, sour flesh.
Required Winter frost protection. Approx Hardy to about -10°C, but prefers frost
4ft tall.
protection. Approx 4ft tall.

Calamondin

Citrus cross between mandarin orange
and kumquat, with beautiful variegated,
cream-edged leaves, highly scented
flowers and edible fruit. Usually grown
here for its ornamental appeal.

Caviar

Lemon

Quality grafted trees stand approx 4ft tall
now. Can be grown outside during the
Summer but does require frost protection
during the Winter months.

Lime

Quality grafted trees stand approx 4ft tall
Also known as the Finger Lime. Produces now. Can be grown outside during the
long, bright green, thin fruits fruit filled Summer but does require frost protection
during the Winter months.
with tiny juicy pearls that taste of lime
and look like caviar. Self fertile.
Mandarin Tree
Medium-sized fruits. Slightly pebbled thin
Grapefruit
Fine quality grafted trees stand approx 2ft reddish-orange rind that is easily peeled.
tall now. Can be grown outside during the Flesh is dark orange, fine-textured, and juicy
Summer but does require frost protection with a sweet, rich flavour. Self fertile. Needs
Winter frost protection. 2-3ft tall now.
during the Winter months.
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Passion Fruit (Passiflora edulis).

Climber, will self cling. Early Summer
brings a flush of attractive flowers followed
by large passion fruits. Allow one or
two trails to grow in a greenhouse of
conservatory for early fruit; Winter hardy,
Loquat
Eriobotrya japonica Grows into a handsome though may be killed off down to the ground
in very hard Winters - to re-grow from the
garden tree with large attractive leaves.
roots. £18.95 each, 3+ £17.50 each.
Evergreen in habit. In our experience it is
Persimmon
hardy. 1ltr potted plants £15.60 each.
Extremely attractive, slow growing tree with
Lychee Tree
Clusters of creamy flowers are followed by a sweet/spicy fruit that requires Winter frost
protection when young. The fruits are high in
red lychee fruits that are sweet and juicy.
The bark of the tree is grey-black and quite Vitamin C and glucose. £39.95 each.
Pineapple Guava/Fruit Salad Tree
attractive. Self Fertile. £47.95 each.
Also known as Guava or Feijoa. Produces
Macadamia Nut Tree
edible fruits that taste of plum, apple,
Produces a lovely tree with white/pink
flowers followed by delicious macadamia peach, strawberry and pineapple all rolled
nuts. Requires Winter frost protection and into one. Hardy to -12°C - fruits will only
ripen outside in long hot summers or in a
can reach 32 feet tall. £47.95 each.
conservatory. £7.25 each
Mango Tree
Pomegranate
Large oval fruits with rich, sweet flavour.
Bright scarlet flowers are followed by the
Great for juicing and drying. Originated
from India and Asia. Self fertile. Requires familiar golden skinned fruits that hide the
sweet juicy red crimson flesh. Considered
Winter frost protection. £35.90 each.
by many to be frost tender these will actually
Natal Plum
take mild frosts occasionally. 3-4ft tall.
Sweet and sour flavoured red plum from
£29.95 each.
South Africa full of vitamin A, B and C.
Star Fruit
Lovely perfumed flowers (particularly at
night). Requires a minimum temperature of Delightful, evergreen, ornate bush which
requires Winter frost protection and grows
-5oC. £32.95 each.
fruits, which when cut at a cross section look
Olives
like stars. £39.95 each.
Silver-grey shiny foliage and the gnarled
Sweet Granadilla Vine
effect its trunk and branch work take on
make this a beautiful tree. Requires Winter Delicious edible orange fruit, eat the pulp
frost protection. A sheltered sunny position which is sweet and delicious after a stunning
in the Summer ensures proper fruit ripening. flower. Requires Winter frost protection and
Green Olives are the un-ripened fruit; black preferably training. £18.95 each
olives arise they fully ripen.
Tamarillo Tree Tomato
1ft tall. £15.95 each.
Required Winter frost protection. Will
tolerate min temp. 40°F. Fruit resembles
Papaya
Lovely trumpet like, yellow-white flowers Victoria plums. In the UK it can fruit for 7
(which are moth pollinated) are followed by months of the year. Reaches about 8ft high
the delicious papaya fruits. Evergreen. Self and leaves can reach up to 2ft in length!
Before the onset of fruit delightfully scented
Fertile. £12.95 each
flowers appear. Extremely fast growing.
Need good nutritious soil and full sun. Can
fruit prolifically year after year. 10 seeds
£3.20. Pot Grown Plants £7.95 each,
3 or more £6.95 each.
A lovely self-fertile, evergreen tree that
produces pear-shaped green/yellow guava
fruits. Requires winter frost protection and a
sunny position to thrive. £18.95 each

Carob

Elderberry

Exotics

Victoriana Nursery Gardens

Mediterrean Sweet Lemon

Also known as Sweet Lime! Produces
rounded fruits of a light orange yellow
colour. The flesh is greenish in colour and
has a slightly sweet rather than acidic flavour
- as does the juice. 4ft tall now

Orange Tree

Closely related to the Navel Orange.
Seedless fruits are medium to large and
have thin skin, almost smooth skins. Richly
flavoured. Early to ripen. Self fertile.
Requires Winter frost protection. 2-3ft tall
now

Yuzu

Hardy citrus that is very popular in Japan
and Korea. Likes a full sun, sheltered and
well draining location. Commonly used in
cooking and for it’s healing proprieties.

www.victoriananursery.co.uk

Soft Fruit

Honeyberry

Superfruit. Not fully self fertile so growing several will
improve fruit set. Very Hardy. Easy to grow. Taste gorgeous!
Similar to a wild blueberry dipped in honey! Fruits start
appearing from approximately late June each year. £12.95 each,
3 or more £12.45 each.
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Jostaberry

Hybrid cross of Gooseberry with Blackcurrant which has resulted
in a reliable plant that produces crimson black round fruits that look
like large black currants - very nutritious! Bare root bush approx 1218” tall. £9.95 each, 3 or more £8.95 each

Sloes

Of course used for Sloe Gin! Can be used as a hedging plant (plant 2
feet apart). Bare root plant approx 2 feet tall. £4.95 each, 5 or more
£4.50 each, 10 or more £3.95 each.

Blackberries, Dewberries, Japanese Wineberries, Loganberries,
Tayberries & Boysanberries £12.95 each, 3 or more £11.95 each. Mix and match.

Blackberry ‘Black Butte’

Traditional ‘thorned’ blackberry. It has
huge fruits with excellent flavour and firm
texture. Fruits are known to weigh as
much as 12g. Very vigorous. Crops mid
July to late August.

Boysenberry (Thornless)

Japanese Wineberry

Exact parentage is open to debate; it’s either Climbing shrub that produces large trusses
a cross between a blackberry, raspberry and of unbelievably sweet orange red to dark red
loganberry or a loganberry and dewberry. berries of delicious flavour. Easy to grow
Produces consistently sweet reddish-black and a good subject to grow against a fence.
berries that ripen from late June onwards. Pot Pot grown plant approx 3 feet tall.
Blackberry ‘Black Satin’ (Thornless) grown plant approx 3 feet tall.
Loganberry LY654 (Thornless)
Before the fruit you will have a lovely
Chocolate Vine
Hybrid cross of blackberry and raspberry.
display of pink flowers too! Crops mid
Rambling and scrambling climber that Delicious long cone shaped berries best
July - late August. Pot grown about 2ft
produces pretty chocolate-scented purple eaten when they have mellowed to a
tall.
flowers that are followed by unusual sausage burgundy red colour. Pot grown approx 3ft
shaped fruits. Semi Evergreen.
tall.
Blackberry ‘Karaka Black’
Fruits are exceptionally large firm berries Chokeberry ‘Nero’
Tayberry
with an average berry weight of 10g most Hardy and self fertile. Nero reaches about
Deep purple red long fruit in July and August. A
attractive deep shiny black packed with 4 feet tall with large black berries and has
very popular rambling fruit of good flavour.
flavour. Crops early July-early September. stunning red Autumn foliage. Fruits make
Tayberry ‘Buckingham’ (Thornless)
Pot grown approx 3 ft tall.
lovely pies, jams, jelly and wine.
Deep purple-red fruit of good flavour in July
Blackberry ‘Loch Ness’ (Thornless) Chokeberry ‘Viking’
and August. Individual fruits can be up 2”
Compact habit with good size fruit (up
Hardy and self fertile. Pretty white Spring
long.
to 4g each). Fruits mid September. Pot flowers are followed by an Autumn crop of
Tummelberry
grown approx 2ft tall.
large black/purple berries which are great
Hybrid berry. Produces large rounded fruits
for
juice
or
jam.
Has
stunning
Autumn
leaf
Blackberry ‘Oregon Thornless’
with a bright red colour and superb flavour.
colour.
Very ornamental leaves. Produces
Heavy cropping and excellent winter
traditional round shaped berries late Aug- Fourberry ‘Black Pearl’
hardiness. Self fertile.
Breed for it’s beautiful colour. Sweet, juicy
Sept. Plant 6ft apart.
blackcurrant like fruits. Scented. Attractive
foliage. Hardy.

Bilberries & Mountain Cranberries

Bilberry

£8.95 each, 5 or more £8.50 each. You can mix and match to obtain quantity discount.

Mountain Cranberry

Closely related to the Blueberry, they also contain concentrations of
Also known as Lingonberry or Cowberry. More productive
antioxidants and phytochemicals. Also known as Huckleberry, Bleaberry, than a normal Cranberry. Fruit usually matures in two
Whortleberry, Whinberry and Airelle! Growing up to around 3ft in
flushes - late July and late September. Plant 4ft apart.
height. Plant 4-5ft apart. Ericaceous so will require soil or compost

Blueberries & Cranberries

£12.95 each, 3 or more £12.45 each, 5 or more £11.95 each. You can mix and match to obtain quantity discount.
Cranberry ‘Early Black’
Blueberries
Blueberry ‘Bluecrop’
Popular American variety that produces large
All the varieties have clusters of delicate Fruits from late July onwards.
juicy red Cranberries delicately tinged black.
white bell flowers in the Spring are
Blueberry ‘Goldtraube’
Growing to around 2 ft tall, evergreen, does
followed by juicy blueberries. They
Fruits from early July onwards.
best in full sun or semi shade position, and
are extremely nutritious and have a
Blueberry ‘Jersey’
must have an ericaceous soil or compost.
high vitamin content. Plant 4-5ft apart. Fruit from late July onwards.
Ericaceous so will require soil or
compost of an acidic nature.

Currants £8.95 each, 3 or more £7.95 each - and you can mix and match to obtain quantity discount.

Black Currant ‘Ben Lomond’

Red Currant ‘Rondom’

White Currant ‘White Pearl’

Blackcurrant ‘Ebony’

Red Currant ‘Rovada’

Currant Special

A strong grower producing large fruits
of vitamin rich black currants. Mildew
resistant. Plant 5 ft apart.
Fruits early July with large firm, sweet
fruit. Resistant to mildew.

01233 740529

Very prolific red currant. Enormous fruit
trusses. This variety is quite exceptional.
Plant 5ft apart

Excellent flavour, heavy cropping. Reliable
in every way. The pies and jams you make
with these turn to a lovely honey gold colour.

Fruits towards the end of the season with long One Black, One Red and One White Currant.
strigs of large bright berries. Good flavour. Bare rooted. £21.50 per collection.

Victoriana Nursery Gardens
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‘Hinnonmaki Red’

Gooseberry

Virtually immune to mildew. Produces
heavy crops of red purple fruit of
excellent quality.

Bare-rooted 12-18” tall. £8.95 each, 3 or more £7.95

‘Hinnomaki Yellow’

Miid-season, very hardy variety bred in
Finland. Has a spreading habit, will benefit
from some support. Produces medium to large
yellow fruits that are famous for their aromatic
‘Invicta’
A vigorous green fruited variety. Mildew flavour with a hint of apricot. Virtually
resistant. Good spreading habit and very resistant to Mildew.
heavy yielding, excellent flavour.
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‘Pax’

Vigorous grower. Virtually spineless.
Sweet, large red fruit. Good mildew and
leaf spot resistance. Crop approx July.

Traffic Light Gooseberries

One Hinnonmaki Red, One Hinnonmaki
Yellow and one Invicta. £21.00.

Kiwi’s & Baby Kiwi’s

£14.95 each, 3 or more £12.95 each (mix & match the baby kiwi’s to obtain quantity discounts)
Baby Kiwis
Also
known
as
‘Cocktail
Kiwi’,
‘Kiwi
Berry’
or ‘Hardy Kiwi’ as they can stand temperatures as
Kiwi Fruit ‘Jenny’
low as -25°C (-13°F)
Self fertile. Produces an
Ken’s Red
Issai
abundance of fruit in the late
Female (needs a male for pollination). Fruits are Self fertile. Whilst the fruits are fairly small
Summer. Can be grown outside
fairly large and almost cylindrical, tapering to a
as can be seen at the Wisley RHS point. After picking the fruits they continue to yield can be prolific, a mature plant producing
literally hundreds of fruits, and up to 1000 is
Gardens. You can also grow
stay firm and do not bruise that easily, making it not unusual. Smooth skinned, the fruits do
partly under glass by leading
perfect for those who want to sell or short term not need peeling either. Compact in habit trails into a conservatory with the store. With support climbs to around 26ft (8
climbing (with support) to around 12ft (3.65m)
plants in the open as you would
metres) tall - can be controlled with pruning.
tall - can be controlled with pruning.
say a vine.

Weiki

Whilst this variety does not produce fruit (being
male) it makes up for this in more than one way.
Its most important use is to provide pollination
for female varieties; as a side benefit it is a
very attractive climber in its own right - and
recognised as the most ornamental cultivar of
the species. With support climbs to around 26ft
(8m) tall - can be controlled with pruning.

Jumbo

An Italian female (needs a male for pollination)
variety that produces exceptionally large,
oblong, yellow-green fruits that are ready for
harvest late September - mid October. With
support climbs to around 26ft (8m) tall - can be
controlled with pruning.

Strawberries & Alpine Strawberries

‘Rambling Cascade’ Climbing
Strawberry

Tumbleberries

Heavy cropping Remontant or alpine Strawberry that produces delicate sized fruit of
superb flavour. Plant 10”-12” apart anytime. Will grow in semi shade. Can fruit in Winter
given cloche protection. The little Strawberry with the big flavour. Popular in France.
Makes an excellent ground cover plant. 5 plants for £8.75, 10 for £15.00, 25 for £31.25.

Produces long runners (up to 5-6ft long)
that can be trained to trellis, canes or
around a stout pole. The flavour of this
variety is quite exceptional and surpasses
Below varieties 5 plants of one type £7.50, 10 for £12.50,
the taste or any bred ‘for long shelf life’
25 or more £1.15 each
commercially grown strawberry.
Malwina
Royal Sovereign
5 plants £8.25, 10 for £13.50,
Late fruiting, July to August. Produces
Plants are not as large as modern varieties
25 for £31.25
large deep red fruit with a beautiful gloss, and the yield a little smaller its superb flavour
Rambling Cascade Hanging Basket lovely and sweet! Good resistnace to
makes up for this a wonderful traditional
Complete with 13 plants, compost and
Verticillium Wilt, Crown Rot, Red Core & flavour. Wonderful for both growing in pots
basket. £25.95 each.
Mildew.
as well as the open ground. Self fertile.
Self fertile.
Strawberry ‘Sweet Temptation’
Snow White
Compact plant with a ‘normal sized’ fruit. Mara des Bois
Self-fertile. A strawberry with a difference, the
£2.65 per 25 seeds.
Self-fertile. Popular with chefs for it’s
fruits are white and less likely to get eaten by
intense alpine flavour by traditional
the birds! Has a pineapple like flavour with a
medium sized fruit. Perpetual, red fruit
good yield. A real talking point.
from July to October. Often seen in France.

Raspberries

Raspberry ‘All Gold’

All raspberry varieties must be purchased in 5 of one type minimum.
5 for £9.75, 10 for £18.00, 25 for £40.00, 50 for £75.00, 100 for 130.00

Also known as ‘Fall Gold’. Old variety that almost crumbles in your
hand when you pick it. Delicious. Fruit is gold in colour. Primocane. Late
Summer fruiting.

Raspberry ‘Autumn Bliss’

Heavy cropping. Produces fruit of good colour and excellent flavour.
Resistant to raspberry root rot. Pick mid August - late September.
Primocane.

Raspberry ‘Autumn Treasure’

Large conical fruits with striking bright colour, packed with juicy sweet
flavours. Firm in texture which keep well. Pick early August - end of
September. Resistant to Verticillium Wilt and Powdery Mildew, excellent
tolerance to Root Rot. Primocane.

Raspberry ‘Glen Ample’

High yielding mid season variety producing berries of excellent
quality, size and flavour. Pick early July - August. Floricane.

Raspberry ‘Malling Minerva’

Summer fruiting. Conical shaped firm fruit. Freezes well. Pick mid
June - end of July. Floricane.

Raspberry ‘Tulameen’

Very high yielding late season. Large fruit which is dark pink in
colour. Pick mid July - mid August. Floricane.

Ultimate Raspberry Collection

5 Malling Minerva (early), 5 Glen Ample (mid-Season)
5 Tulameen (late). £26.95 per collection

Glen Coe 9cm pots £9.95 each
Summer fruiting (floricane). Self Fertile. Delicious, intense dark purple fruit with a more bush / clump forming habit than usual
raspberry canes. Great for jams and sauces too.

01233 740529
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Seeded Grape Vines
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All £13.50 each, 5 or more £13.00 each, 10 or more £12.50 each, 25 or more £12.00 each, 50 or more £11.00 each

White
Bacchus

Muller Thurgau

Reichensteiner

Huxelrebe

Phoenix

Seyval Blanc

Eating / Wine Grape. Golden grapes are overloaded Eating / Wine Grape. Golden fruits become
with sweet sugary flavours. Suitable for outdoor and extremely sweet as they ripen. Excellent for
Eating / Wine Grape. A fine quality with
cooler parts of the Country. For outdoor and
protected cropping.
distinct flavour and good habit. Suitable for
protected cropping.
outdoor and protected cropping.
Muscat Saint Vallier
Riesling
Eating
Grape.
Large
green
fruits
have
a
subtle
Chardonnay
Eating / Wine Grape. Classic wine grape
Eating / Wine Grape. Gorgeously sweet golden muscat flavour. Suitable for outdoor and protected
of Germany. Sweet golden yellow fruits.
cropping.
grapes. Suitable for outdoor and protected
Recommended for protected growing only.
cropping.
Muscat d’Alexandria
Chasselas Dore De Fontainebleau Eating / Wine Grape. Gorgeous golden fruits have a Sauvignon Blanc
sweet Muscat flavour and scent. Recommended for Wine Grape. Large green fruits are perfect for
Eating / Wine Grape. Sublimely flavoured
making a wide variety of wine styles. Suitable
sweet golden fruits. Suitable for outdoor and protected growing only.
for outdoor and protected cropping.
protected cropping. Self Fertile.
Parellada
Wine grape. White fruits with a fresh apple/nectarine Sémillon
Chenin Blanc
Wine Grape. Smallish green fruits, perfect for flavour. One of the main grapes used to make Cava. Wine Grape. Small bright green grapes are
crisp dry whites. Recommended for protected Likes a long growing season, we suggest protected packed full of juice. Suitable for outdoor and
protected cropping.
growing.
growing only.
Eating / Wine Grape. Large yellow fruits
packed full of sugar with a delicate Muscat
flavour. Early to ripen. For outdoor and
protected cropping.

Madeleine Angevine

Eating / Wine Grape. Sweet Citrus flavoured
golden white fruits. Well suited to the North.
Suitable for outdoor and protected cropping.

Macabeo

Wine grape. Large fruit is often used to make
Rioja and Cava. High yielding with fairly
neutral acidity, best grown under protection.

Red / Black
Black Hamburgh

Eating / Wine Grape. Large, thin skinned,
black fruits have a gorgeously sweet flavour.
Recommended for protected growing only.

Cabernet Sauvignon

Wine Grape. One of the classics producing
small black grapes with an intense flavour.
Recommended for protected growing only.

Chasselas Rosé Royale

Eating / Wine Grape. A reliable white
Eating / Wine Grape. Large green fruits and good
disease resistance. Suitable for outdoor and protected grape with good disease resistance, highly
recommended. Suitable for outdoor and
cropping.
protected cropping.
Pinot Blanc
Verdejo
Wine Grape. Lovely green grape that matures to
pale purple blush. Suitable for outdoor and protected Wine grape. A white variety that likes the high
altitudes of Spain and is usually harvested at
cropping
night. Produces wine with a honey and nutty
Pinot Gris
Wine Grape. Grey-blue fruits. Perfect for crisp dry flavour and is full bodied.
everyday white wines. Suitable for outdoor and
protected cropping.

Champagne Collection

Gewurztraminer

1 Chardonnay & 1 Pinot Noir Vine &
recipe. £25.95

Kentish Claret

Schönburger

Merlot

Siegerrebe

Eating / Wine Grape. Pinky red grapes have a
delicious spicy flavour. Suitable for outdoor and
protected cropping.

Eating / Wine Grape. Almost black grapes are
Good flavoured plum coloured grape with a
perfect for eating, wine or jams. Suitable for outdoor very high sugar content. For both indoor and
and protected cropping
outdoor cultivation.

Wine Grape. Purple blue grapes have a soft plummy Eating / Wine Grape. An intensely sweet and
Eating / Wine Grape. Sublimely sweet rosy
flavour. Recommended for protected growing only. aromatic variety producing delicious plum
red fruits are perfect for both wine making
coloured grapes. Suitable for outdoor and
Pinot Meunier
and eating. Suitable for outdoor and protected Eating / Wine Grape. Rich purple black fruits
protected cropping.
cropping.
suitable for wine and eating. Suitable for outdoor
Syrah
and protected cropping.
Dornfelder
Wine grape. Also known as Shiraz , grows
Eating / Wine Grape. Heavy cropping,
with thick skins and flavour changes
Pinot Noir
producing large bunches of rich black fruits.
Eating / Wine Grape. The noble grape of Burgundy depending on climatic onditions.
Suitable for outdoor and protected cropping.
and Champagne; eats well too. Rich black fruits.
Tempranillo
Suitable for outdoor and protected cropping.
Gamay
Wine Grape. A popular variety grown in the
Wine Grape. Purple black fruits are perfect
North of Spain, producing deep blue/black
Regent
for making juice and light fruity red wines.
grapes with seeds. Can be grown with or
Eating / Wine Grape. Deep red fruits ripen early.
Recommended for protected growing only.
without protection.
Popular wine grape but also excellent for eating.
Suitable for outdoor and protected cropping.
Grenache
Triomphe d’Alsace
Wine Grape. Great for those making home
Eating / Wine Grape. Early, hardy and disease
Saint Laurent
made wine, the blue / black grape has a high
Eating / Wine Grape. Almost black grapes are perfect resistant. Perfect for Northern gardeners.
sugar and alcohol content. Often used to make for eating and winemaking. Suitable for outdoor and Suitable for outdoor and protected cropping.
Chateauneuf-du-pape.
protected cropping.

Seedless Grape Vines

All £13.95 each, 5 or more £13.45 each, 10 or more £12.95 each, 25 or more £12.45 each, 50 or more £11.95 each

Flame

Picurka

Suffolk Red

Lakemont

Rhea

Vanessa

Eating Grape. Dark red seedless fruits have
a lovely crunchy texture and are full of juice.
Suitable for outdoor and protected cropping.

Eating Grape. A lovely golden yellow seedless grape Seedless Eating Grape. Bright purple-red
fruits. With good Winter hardiness this is
which develops freckles to it’s skin as it ripens.
an excellent grape for Northern gardeners.
Suitable for outdoor and protected cropping.

Eating Grape. Large bunches of medium sized Seedless Eating Grape. Beautiful, large, pink oval
golden yellow grapes, an almost honey, taste. fruits are sweet and juicy. Suitable for outdoor and
Suitable for outdoor and protected cropping.
protected cropping.

Eating Grape. A delightful early ripening
red grape. Excellent for growing in cooler
climates. Suitable for outdoor and protected
cropping.

Venus

Eating / Juice Grape. A lovely blue-black
seedless grape that is extremely versatile.
Suitable for outdoor and protected cropping.
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